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Non-F0-periodic macroscopic quantum interference in one-dimensional parallel Josephson
junction arrays with unconventional grating structure

J. Oppenla¨nder, Ch. Ha¨ussler, and N. Schopohl
Institut für Theoretische Physik, Eberhard-Karls-Universita¨t Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 14, D-72076 Tu¨bingen, Germany

~Received 1 August 2000; published 20 December 2000!

A theoretical study is presented for a numberN of Josephson junctions connected as a one-dimensional~1D!
parallel array in such a manner that there areN21 individual superconducting loops with arbitrary shape
formed. In the resistive array mode, for bias currentsI .I c , all Josephson junctions in the array oscillate at the
same magnetic field dependent frequencynB which is, in general,not a F0-periodic function of the strength of
magnetic fieldB. Within the range of validity of the resistively and capacitively shunted junction~RCSJ!
model the periodicity ofnB is controlled by the array geometry alone and does not depend on the distribution
of the array junction parameters. In the overdamped junction regime,nB is for certain types ofunconventional
grating structuresa unique function around a sharpglobal minimum atB50. This filter property does not
apply for regular gratings and superconducting quantum interference devices~SQUID’s!. Computer simula-
tions of the full nonlinear array dynamics reveal that the qualitative macroscopic quantum interference prop-
erties of unconventional arrays are governed, irrespective of the strength of inductive couplings, by a complex
structure factorSN(B) which can be determined analytically. Also, the performance of magnetometers based
on 1D arrays with unconventional grating structure can be significantly better than the performance of con-
ventional SQUID’s. In particular, 1D arrays with unconventional grating structure should provide a technically
rather unsophisticated precision measurement ofabsolutestrength and orientation of external magnetic fields.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.024511 PACS number~s!: 85.25.Dq, 85.25.Am, 85.25.Cp
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I. INTRODUCTION

So-called weak links, or Josephson junctions, are the
sic active elements of superconductor quantum electron
A key feature of a weak link between two superconductors
and 2, is the property that there can flow a dissipationl
macroscopic supercurrentI s(w) due to the tunneling of Coo
per pairs1 with charge 2e. This supercurrent depends o
the gauge invariant phase differencew5Q12Q2

1(2e/\)*1
2^ds,A& of the macroscopic BCS pairing wav

functions on either side of the weak link. Josephson ju
tions made with modern fabrication techniques2 often have a
sandwich type layered geometry, with a thin nonsuperc
ducting tunneling barrier in the middle between two thi
superconducting electrodes. In recent time also other type
weak links, for example, of the bicrystal type, became i
portant in high-temperature superconductors.3,4 For an ideal
S-I-Sjunction the supercurrent is connected to the phase
ferencew across the tunneling barrier byI s(w)5I csinw. The
supercurrentI s flows stationary provided it does not exceed
characteristic critical currentI c , the so-called Josephso
critical current, which determines the maximum dissipatio
less current that can flow across a tunneling barrier. In g
eral,I c depends on the material properties of the junction,
temperatureT, and also on magnetic fieldB5rotA. Apply-
ing to a Josephson junction a bias currentI with a constant
strength I .I c , there appears a rapidly oscillating voltag
signalV(t) across the junction, which determines the rate
change of the time dependent phase differencew(t) accord-
ing to

\ ] tw~ t !52eV~ t !. ~1!
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This is the fundamental nonstationary Josephson rela
which governs the physics of weak superconductivity.1 For
I .I c there flows, in addition to the dissipationless superc
rent I s , also a dissipative normal currentI n in the junction,
whose physical origin is the transfer of single~unpaired!
electrons.

Within the range of validity of the RCSJ model,5 the dis-
sipative current may be described with sufficient accuracy
a superposition of an ohmic current, characterized by a p
allel ohmic shunt resistanceR, and a displacement curren
which is characterized by a parallel geometric shunting
pacitanceC describing electric polarization inside the tunne
ing barrier. The total junction currentI is then

I 5I c sinw~ t !1
\

2eR
] tw~ t !1

\C

2e
] t

2w~ t !. ~2!

The time average

^V&5 lim
t→`

1

t E0

t

dt8V~ t8!5
\

2e
lim
t→`

w~ t !2w~0!

t
~3!

is the dc voltage part of the, in general, not sinusoidal vo
age signalV(t) across the electrodes of a Josephson junct
For a strongly overdamped junction,C50, one finds, assum
ing a constant bias currentI .I c , a relatively simple
formula5 ^V&5RAI 22I c

2.
The dc voltagê V& is connected to the oscillation fre

quencyv52pn of the voltage signalV(t) by

h n52e^V&. ~4!

This result for the voltage response function^V& of a weak
link suggests a spectroscopic interpretation. When a Coo
pair is transferred from the superconducting side 1 to
©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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superconducting side 2 of the junction, under conditio
whereI .I c , a microwave photon with energy 2e^V& is re-
leased in the form of one quantum of electromagnetic ra
tion ~Josephson radiation6!.

As far as macroscopic quantum interference is concern
it was actually known7 long before the discovery of the Jo
sephson effects, that magnetic flux threading the area
superconducting ring, made out of a material that is th
compared to the magnetic penetration depthl, should be
quantized in units of the flux quantumF05h/2e. This is a
consequence of a theoretical argument first employed
Onsager8 in the context of the quantization of circulation
superfluid 4He. The macroscopic wave function of particl
moving round a closed loop displays necessarily an inte
multiple of wavelengths over the full length of a closed orb
So, the electric current circulating in such a superconduc
ring is quantized, which in turn implies the quantization
the total magnetic flux threading the area of that ring.7 Tech-
nical applications of the physics of weak superconductivity5,9

include ultrasensitive quantum interferometers, which ind
combine the aforementioned Josephson effects with
quantization.

In this paper we investigate macroscopic quantum in
ference phenomena in one-dimensional~1D! parallel arrays
of Josephson junctions with unconventional grating str
ture, i.e., multiple-loop configurations that are characteri
by an intrinsic nonperiodicity of the geometry of the stru
ture. For such multiple-loop configurations the interferen
effects are generated by the phase-sensitive10 superposition
of a mesoscopic number of macroscopic array junction c
rents in the presence of an external magnetic field. The
sephson junctions in the array are required to beshort junc-
tions such that any spatial variations of the gauge invar
phase differences along the barriers of the weak links ca
safely neglected. Then the array junctions are well descri
by the RCSJ model as stated in Eq.~2! which provides, e.g.,
a successful description for resistively shunted low-Tc junc-
tions or high-Tc bicrystal junctions.4 The use ofshort junc-
tions ensures that the nonlinear array dynamics is domin
by the collective effects we want to study and not by t
intrinsic dynamics of the individual junctions.

In Sec. II we briefly summarize the basic properties
standard single loop two-junction superconducting quan
interference devices~SQUID’s! and periodic multiple loop
parallel 1D arrays, i.e., geometrical configurations with co
ventional grating structures. In Sec. III we focus on the ba
properties ofunconventionalgrating structures. Then, in Se
IV, we present a unified theoretical description of general
parallel arrays, and we discuss analytical as well as num
cal results. In Sec. V we briefly discuss the noise proper
of unconventional arrays. Finally, Sec. VI is devoted to t
discussion of our results and future perspectives.

II. CONVENTIONAL GRATING STRUCTURES

Consider, as indicated schematically in Fig. 1~a!, a stan-
dard two junction SQUID~for simplicity with symmetric
junction parameters! under the dc current biasI .2I c . Such
a device is actually a flux-to-voltage transducer.5 Let F
02451
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5^B,a&5uBuuaucosa be the magnetic flux threading the or
entated area elementa of the superconducting SQUID loop
wherea is the angle between the normal vector of the o
entated area element and the magnetic field vectorB, as de-
picted schematically in Fig. 1~a!. The total magnetic field
BÄB(1)1B(2) is then a superposition of theprimary external
magnetic field B(1), which generates the fluxF (1)

5^B(1), a& one wants to detect, and asecondarymagnetic
field B(2) that results from the screening currentI sc circulat-
ing in the SQUID loop. The total flux in the loop is given b
F5F (1)1F (2), with F (2)52LI sc whereL denotes the in-
ductance of the loop. Depending on the secondary flux te
F (2) there exists an optimal sizeuaLu for any SQUID loop if
the parameters are optimized with respect to the sensiti
of the device.4,9 A dimensionless measure for the inductan
of a single loop isbL5LI c /F0. The voltage response func
tion ^Vxy& of the SQUID, i.e., the time average of the rapid
oscillating voltage signalVxy(t) across the nodesx andy of
the circuit, is aF0-periodic function of the strength of ex
ternal magnetic field, see Fig. 1~a!. Therefore, atwo junction

FIG. 1. Voltage responsêVxy& in units of I c R vs external flux
F (1) through largest area elementaL of interferometer withN ~over-
damped! junctions for bias currentI 51.1NIc and vanishing induc-
tive coupling: ~a! symmetrical SQUID (N52), ~b! periodic 1D
array (N511), ~c! 1D array with unconventional grating structur
(N518). The loop areas in~c! are randomly distributed betwee
0.1 and 1.0uaLu but with same total area as in~b!.
1-2
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NON-F0-PERIODIC MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 024511
SQUID cannot be directly employed as a detector ofabso-
lute strength of external magnetic field.

A straightforward extension of the standard two juncti
SQUID is sketched in Fig. 1~b!. This is a 1D array ofN
adjacent Josephson junctions connected in parallel.5,11 The
area elements of theN21 SQUID loops are all equal, i.e
an5aL for all n. The voltage response signal^Vxy& vs
strengthuB(1)u of external magnetic field of such aperiodic
array has the same periodF0 than a standard two junctio
SQUID with loop areauaLu, see Fig. 1~b!. Such a device,
therefore, can also not be used as a detector ofabsolute
strength of magnetic field.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL GRATING STRUCTURES

A more general quantum interference device is obtai
when the area elementsan of the N21 loops in the array
differ in size and, possibly, in orientation, as depicted sc
matically in Fig. 1~c!. If the sizesuanu of the orientated area
elementsan of the individual superconducting loops are ch
sen in such a way that for a finite external magnetic fieldB(1)

a coherent superposition of the array junction currents~see
Sec. IV! is prevented, the voltage response function^Vxy& vs
uB(1)u becomes nonperiodic. From the analogy to optical
terference patterns we call such configurations unconv
tional grating structures.

An example for the effects of unconventional grating
the voltage response function is shown in Fig. 1~c!. The ar-
eas of the different array loops are chosen randomly betw
0.1uaLu and 1.0uaLu, while the total area of the array is th
same as for the periodic array, Fig. 1~b!. The maximum loop
size coincides with the corresponding optimal loop size o
standard two junction SQUID, i.e., maxuanu5uaLu. By this,
the response function of the unconventional array shown
Fig. 1~c! is comparable to the response functions shown
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!.

The distribution of the array loop sizes has two propert
that prevent for a finite external magnetic fieldB(1) the co-
herent superposition of the array junction currents. First,
loop sizes areincommensurable, i.e., there exists no greate
common divisor~GCD!. Second, the size of the smalle
loop uaminu strongly differs from the size of the largest loo
uamaxu, and the sizes of all other loops are distributed betw
uaminu and uamaxu in such a way that no distinct loop size
preferred. The first property of the distribution prevents a
~strong! periodicity of the response function. The seco
property ensures that no significant partially coherent su
position of the array junction currents takes place, i.e., t
there exist no finite values ofB(1) for which additional sig-
nificant antipeaks in the voltage response function do oc
If these two necessary conditions are fulfilled by the lo
size distribution, the voltage response signal^Vxy& vs
strength of magnetic field of the unconventional junction
ray becomes, under a suitable dc current biasI, a unique
function of uB(1)u around its narrow global minimum a
uB(1)u50. This feature of the voltage response function
unconventional arrays does only depend on the distribu
of the array loop sizes. It does not depend on param
02451
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spreads in the parameters of the individual array juncti
~see Sec. IV!.

In contrast to devices with conventional grating stru
tures, the uniqueness of the voltage response function of
conventional arrays allows such devices to be directly e
ployed as detectors of absolute strength of external magn
field. It should be possible, e.g., by measuring control c
rent~s! flowing through the wires of a set of suitably orien
tated compensation coil~s!, to reconstructabsolutestrength,
orientation and even the phase of an incident primary m
netic field signal, i.e., to determine the full vectorB(1)(t).

IV. UNIFIED THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF 1D
PARALLEL JOSEPHSON JUNCTION ARRAYS

The nth Josephson junction in the array has, within t
range of validity of the RCSJ model, optional individu
junction parametersRn , Cn , and I c,n . The corresponding
current I n flowing through thenth Josephson junction is
according to Eq.~2!, determined by the gauge invarian
phase differencewn(t) across that junction. The total curren
I flowing through the nodesx and y, respectively, of the
circuit is then obtained from Kirchhoff’s rule as thephase
sensitivesuperposition of the individual junction currentsI n

I 5 (
n51

N F I c,nsinwn~ t !1S \Cn

2e
] t

21
\

2eRn
] tDwn~ t !G . ~5!

The gauge invariant phase differenceswn of adjacent Jo-
sephson junctions in the array are not independent, but
connected to each other by the condition of flux quantizat

wn112wn5
2p

F0
^B, an&mod 2p. ~6!

Hereuanu is the area of the superconducting loop connect
adjacent Josephson junctions numbered asn and n11, re-
spectively, andB denotes the magnetic field threading t
orientated area elementan of this loop. Equation~6! applies
quite generally, provided the superconducting material,
of which the connecting loops are made, is thick compare
the magnetic penetration depthl. In this case there exists
path inside the wire connecting, say, junctionn with its
neighbor junctionn11, on which the superfluid velocity
field vs becomes negligibly small. So,\“Q52e A along
this path.

Since all junctions in the array are connected in paral
the rapidly oscillating voltageVn(t) at the electrodes of a
particular Josephson junction, numbered asn in the array, is
related to the signalVxy(t) between the nodesx andy of the
circuit by

Vxy~ t !5Vn~ t !1E
x→n→y

^ds, E~ t !&. ~7!

By Faraday’s law the electric fieldE along an integration
path x→n→y, that starts at nodex, traverses the tunneling
barrier of thenth Josephson junction just once, and th
terminates at nodey, is directly connected to the time deriva
1-3
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tive of the flux threading the area elements of the 1D arr
Once the signalV1(t)5(\/2e)] tw1(t) is known the other
voltage signalsVn(t) across the electrodes of thenth junc-
tion follow from

Vn11~ t !2Vn~ t !5] t^B~ t !,an&. ~8!

Taking into account the Biot-Savart type inductiv
couplings12,13 among the currents flowing in the circuit pro
hibits further simplification. However, in the limit of vanish
ing inductance the problem can be treated analytically. T
will be done in the following Sec. IV A. The full problem
for arbitrary inductive couplings, will then be discussed
Sec. IV B.

A. 1D parallel arrays with vanishing inductance

If all array loop inductance parametersbLn
are small, i.e.,

bLn
!1 for all n51, . . . ,N21, the currents flowing in the

array do not generate a significant secondary magnetic
B(2). In this limit of vanishing array inductancesB5B(1)

holds. Then it follows directly from Eq.~6! that one can
eliminate from Eq.~5! all phase variableswn(t) in favor of a
single phase variable, sayf(t)5w1(t). In this case the prob
lem of N coupled Josephson junctions is mapped onto a
tual singleJosephson junction model. Withf(t)5w1(t) and

I c5
1

N (
n51

N

I c,n , ~9a!

1

R
5

1

N (
n51

N
1

Rn
, ~9b!

C5
1

N (
n51

N

Cn , ~9c!

TN5
\

2e

1

I c R
, ~9d!

JN5
I

N Ic
, ~9e!

there results ascalar differential equation determining th
phase differencef(t):

uSN~B!usin@f~ t !1dN~B!#1TN~RC] t
21] t!f~ t !

5JN2
2p

F0
TN~RC] t

2^B, aC&1] t^B, aR&!. ~10!

Here we have introduced the definitions

SN~B!5
1

N (
n51

N
I c,n

I c
expF2p i

F0
(

m50

n21

^B, am&G , ~11!

and

aR5
1

N (
n51

N
R

Rn
(

m50

n21

am , ~12a!
02451
y.

is

ld

r-

aC5
1

N (
n51

N
Cn

C (
m50

n21

am , ~12b!

a050. ~12c!

The complex functionSN(B)5uSN(B)ueidN(B), as defined in
Eq. ~11!, denotes the characteristicstructure factorof the 1D
parallel Josephson junction array. It is an extremely resp
sive function of strength and orientation of magnetic fieldB,
and it is strongly affected by the choice of the individual ar
elementsam . In general,uSN(B)u is also very sensitive to
permutations among theam’s.

In the overdamped junction regime,C50, under condi-
tions where a constant currentI is biased such that 1
>uSN(B)u/JN[sinaB , and assuming for simplicity a homo
geneous static magnetic fieldB ~as well as time independen
area elementsam), one finds an exact solution of Eq.~10! for
the phase differencef(t):

V1~ t !5
\

2e
] tf~ t !5I cR

JN
2 2uSN~B!u2

JN1uSN~B!usin~vBt2aB!
.

~13!

For a static magnetic fieldB the voltage response functio
^Vxy& measured between the nodesx and y of the circuit is
equal to the dc part of the rapidly oscillating voltage sign
V1(t). All Josephson junctions in the 1D array oscillate
the same frequencyvB52p nB , which is related tôVxy& by

h

2e
nB5^V1&5I cRAJN

2 2uSN~B!u25^Vxy&. ~14!

The oscillation frequencynB of such a local oscillator is
even more sensitive to changes of strength or orientatio
the external magnetic fieldB than the structure factor of th
array itself, sinceuSN(B)u enters into Eq.~14! quadratically.
The Einstein-Planck relation determining the energyE of a
radiated photon,E5h nB , suggests then an analogy to a
artificial atom with a tunable energy level distanceE
52e^Vxy&.

For bias currentsJN<uSN(B)u in the presence of static
magnetic fieldsB, Eq. ~10! possesses a time-independent s
lution for which the voltage responseV1(t) vanishes. In this
case, the magnetic field dependent critical current of the
parallel Josephson junction array is given byN IcuSN(B)u.
So, the subcritical diffraction pattern of a parallel array co
sisting of N21 different loops with arbitrary shape is d
rectly proportional to the modulusuSN(B)u of the complex
structure factorSN(B).

Consider, as in Sec. II, a periodic array, consisting ofN
21 identical SQUID loops, such that^B, an&5F5^B, aL&,
and Rn5R,Cn5C,I c,n5I c independent on the junction in
dex n. Then the structure factorSN(B)[SN

(F) becomes a
simple geometrical series
1-4
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SN
(F)5

sinS p
F

F0
ND

N sinS p
F

F0
D expFp i

F

F0
~N21!G . ~15!

Figure 1~b! shows the voltage response of a periodic ar
with N511 overdamped Josephson junctions according
Eq. ~14!. One observes the narrowing proportional to 1/N of
the width of the voltage response signal^Vxy& around its
minima. Note the periodicity propertyuSN

(F1F0)u5uSN
(F)u for

all N>2. ForN52 Eq.~14! is the periodic voltage respons
of a symmetric two junction SQUID in the overdamped jun
tion regime5 @see Fig. 1~a!#.

A structure factor with a much longer period is obtain
in a parallel junction array where the orientated area e
ments increase in size according to alinear relation

am5~2m21!a1 . ~16!

For simplicity, identical junction parametersRn , Cn , and
I c,n are assumed. Then

SN~B!5
1

N (
n50

N21

expF2p i
^B, a1&

F0
n2G . ~17!

The total area occupied by such aGaussian array is
(m51

N21(2m21)ua1u5(N21)2ua1u, where a1 is the smallest
area element, andaN215(2N23)a1 is the largest area ele
ment. The class of Gaussian arrays provides an interes
example of a nongeneric unconventional grating. Obviou
the first necessary property of a generic unconventional a
is not fulfilled, because the loop area sizesuamu of the array
are commensurable. However, the second necessary pro
concerning the distribution of the area sizes is preserved~see
Sec. III!. Consequently, a Gaussian array displays a perio
voltage response, though, possibly, the period may bec
rather long. To determine the period of the Gaussian a
consider a case where the flux threading the area of
smallest elementa1 is equal to a rational multiple of half a
flux quantum:̂ B, a1&5(M /N)(F0/2). Then the largest are
element in the arrayaN21, is threaded by a fluxFM5(1
23/2N)M F0. In this case the structure factorSN(B)
[SN

(FM) may be determined using a result of Gauss14

SN
(FM)

5
1

N (
n50

N21

ep i (M /N)n2
5

ei (p/4)

ANM
(

m50

M21

e2p i (N/M )m2
.

~18!

Note the periodicity uSN
(FM1F2N)u5uSN

(FM)u, with period
F2N5(2N23)F0. Remarkably, forM52, and N5N1N2
being the product of two prime numbersN1 and N2, there
holds the factorization

SN
(F2)

5~21!(N121)(N221)/4SN1

(F2)SN2

(F2) . ~19!

Apparently, such Gaussian arrays are governed by the
of number theory~quadratic residues15!.

Compare now a Gaussian array, withN21 area elements
as described in Eq.~16!, with a periodic array, consisting of
02451
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NP21 identical SQUID loops with sizeuaLu. For a useful
comparison, both arrays should occupy about the same
area: (N21)2a15(NP21)aL . Also the largest area elemen
in the Gaussian array should coincide with the area elem
of an optimal single SQUID loop, i.e.,aN215aL . Both re-
quirements together imply forNP@1 that the Gaussian arra
has the double number of junctions compared to a co
sponding periodic junction array:N.2NP . Figure 2~a!
shows the voltage response of a Gaussian array withN518
overdamped junctions as a function of the applied magn
flux FM5F (1) through the largest area element according
Eq. ~14!. It differs substantially from the voltage response
the corresponding periodic array with identical loop areas
a comparison of Figs. 1~b! and Fig. 2~a! reveals. The voltage
response of the Gaussian array possess a period (2N23)
times larger than the voltage response of the correspon
periodic array, while the steepness of the voltage tran
functionVF5]^V&/]F (1) around the remaining antipeaks
preserved@see Fig. 2~b!#. It is remarkable that for Gaussia
arrays there occur no significant additional antipeaks due
partially coherent superposition of the array junction c
rents.

In general, the necessary conditions for a generic unc
ventional array described in Sec. III are not sufficient
achieve a voltage response function for which all additio
significant antipeaks due to a partially coherent superposi
of the array junction currents disappear totally. By inves
gating several different unconventional gratings and the c
responding structure factors we observed, that for some
distributions additional antipeaks with voltage swings th
are not much smaller than the voltage swings for totally
herent superposition do occur in the voltage response fu
tion. Their number decreases with increasing number of
ray loops. However, up to now, we did not find a direct lin
between the area size distribution of these arrays and
occurrence of the additional antipeaks. The problem is t

FIG. 2. Voltage responsêVxy& in units of I c R vs external flux
F (1) through largest area elementaL for a Gaussian array withN
518 ~overdamped! junctions for bias currentI 51.1N Ic and vari-
ous inductive couplings~a! bL50, ~b! bL50.3, and~c! bL50.7.
1-5
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the number of combinations of array junction currents wh
can lead to a partially coherent superposition increases e
nentially with increasing number of array loops. From t
analytical results obtained for Gaussian arrays we feel
this problem, at least for some special configurations, may
solved using number theory. This point, however, needs
ther investigation.

B. Inductive 1D parallel arrays

If the critical currents of the array junctions are not sm
or if the loop inductances are not negligible, i.e., if the
ductance parameterbL of the largest loop in the array be
comesbL.1 or larger, the self- and mutual inductanc
present in the array cannot be neglected and the Biot-Sa
type inductive couplings among the currents flowing in t
array need to be taken into account.

In this case the magnetic fieldB in Eq. ~6! is a superpo-
sition of the primary external magnetic fieldB(1) as gener-
ated by external sources, and the secondary magnetic
B(2), which is induced by all currents flowing in the circu

B5B(1)1B(2). ~20!

The currents flowing in the array are a superposition of
externally fixed bias currentI which is, in general, not ho
mogeneously distributed among the array junctions, and
array loop screening currents induced by the total magn
field B.

For current biased 1D parallel arrays, consisting ofN
21 loops and altogetherN Josephson junctions there flo
altogetherN array junction currents. One of these junctio
currents, sayI N , may be determined in terms of the oth
N21 junction currentsI n using current conservation

I 5 (
n51

N

I n . ~21!

The remaining N21 independent junction current
I 1 , . . . ,I N21 constitute theN21 degrees of freedom of th
system. They may be expressed, e.g., by using the R
model, by the gauge invariant phase differenc
w1 , . . . ,wN21 at the corresponding Josephson junctions
the array.

Now, the secondary fieldB(2) generates a secondary ma
netic flux Fn

(2)5^B(2), an& threading the area elementan of
the array. WithL andM denoting the inductance matrice
of the array, the vector of secondary magnetic fluxF(2)

5(F1
(2) , . . . ,FN21

(2) ), may be expressed in the form

F(2)52L+I1M+J, ~22!

where I5(I 1 , . . . ,I N21) is a (N21)-dimensional vector
that represents the discrete current distribution within
array due to theN21 independent array junction current
and J is a vector which describes in what manner the b
current is fed into and extracted from the array. If the b
currentI is fed into and out of the array in a homogeneo
manner there simply holdsJ5(I /N)(1,1, . . . ,1).However,
if the bias current is fed into the array inhomogeneously,
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magnetic field generated by the bias current induces, po
bly, additional flux into the loops of the array.

The inductance matrixL may be interpreted as the ‘in
ductance’ matrix of the screening currents, while the ma
M describes the redistribution of the bias current includ
the current enhancement at the array edges due to, in ge
nonsymmetric, Meissner screening effects. The inducta
matricesL andM depend on the geometry of the netwo
and also on the geometry of the current leads. They can
calculated using Ampe`re’s law. The coefficientsLn,m of L
~and analogously ofM) can be computed from the coeffi
cientsLn,m* of the dual inductance matrixL* , as explained in
greater detail, for example, in Refs. 12,16–18. As a matte
fact, the inductive couplings among the loop currentsI n* as
given by the dual induction coefficientsLn,m* may be ex-
pressed in terms of theN21 independent array junction cur
rents I 1 , . . . ,I N21, since these currents span a basis of
(N21)-dimensional state space of the current distributi
With I* 5(I

1
* , . . . ,I

N21
* ) denoting the corresponding vecto

of the eddy loop currents in the array one findsI* 5T+I ,
where T is a linear ~dual! transformation connectingI
5(I 1 , . . . ,I N21) with I* . So, L is connected toL* by L
5L* +T.

Defining the state vector of theN network variables by
w5(w1 , . . . ,wN), we rewrite the condition of flux quantiza
tion, Eq. ~6!, using obvious notation in matrix form

Nw5
2p

f0
~F(1)1F(2)!, ~23!

whereF(1)5(^B(1), a1&, . . . ,̂ B(1), aN21&) denotes the vec-
tor of primary magnetic flux. In Eq.~23! the network matrix
N represents the distribution of the Josephson juncti
within the array. For our 1D parallel junction arraysN is a
di-diagonal (N21)3N rectangular matrix with nonvanish
ing elementsNn,m given byNn,n521 andNn,n1151 @see
Eq. ~6!#.

Using the RCSJ model@see Eq. ~2!#, the system of
coupled network equations for the phase variableswn(t) in
the array can be stated, forn51, . . . ,N, in the form of a
coupled nonlinear system of differential equations

sin@wn~ t !#1TN~RC] t
21] t!wn~ t !5

I n~w!

I c
, ~24!

where, for simplicity, we have assumed identical array ju
tion parameters. Forn51, . . . ,N21 the right hand side
I n(w) denotes the corresponding component of the vec
I (w) of array junction currents, which follows combinin
Eqs.~22! and~23! in terms of the matrix inverse ofL in the
form

I ~w!5L 21+M+J1L 21+FF(1)2
F0

2p
NwG . ~25!

For the last component,n5N, we find

I N~w!5I 2 (
n51

N21

I n~w! ~26!

using Eq.~21!.
1-6
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In the continuum limit, i.e., sending the areas of the ar
loops to zero while the lateral length of the configurati
persists, Eq. ~24! describes a single so called~one-
dimensional! long Josephson junction. In this casewn(t)
transforms according town(t)→w(xn ,t)→w(x,t) with
w(x,t) denoting the gauge invariant phase difference acr
the extended junction, andx denoting the coordinate alon
the extended barrier. Equation~24! is then comparable with
the standard continuum Ferrel-Prange equation19 ~also
known as the sine-Gordon model20!. However, there are two
main differences between the sine-Gordon model and
model.~i! The sine-Gordon model cannot be used to desc
nonperiodicstructures.~ii ! In order to compute solutions o
the sine-Gordon equation, the boundary conditions and
initial current density distribution of the bias current have
be introduced by hand. For our model this is not the ca
The solutions of Eq.~24! automatically satisfy all boundar
conditions. In particular, the effects of the ‘discrete’ Meis
ner screening in the array are automatically taken into
count in our calculations.

For the 1D parallel arrays withunconventional grating
structure under consideration we computed the inductan
matricesL and M assuming an array geometry similar
that shown in Fig. 1~c!, i.e., a thin film geometry with super
conducting leads with rectangular cross section. Also,
restricted to homogeneous feeding of the bias current.
kinetic inductance21 of the currents flowing in the interiori o
the superconducting leads was taken into account by c
puting for a finite magnetic penetration depth and a fix
typical value of the current the current density within t
leads. Then we took the linear approximation of this curr
density and used the corresponding current density pro
for the computation of the inductance matrices. Changing
geometry of the network leads or the current density pro
within the leads, did not give significant variations in o
results if the arrangement of the array junctions within
leads is not generating strong asymmetries in the cur
density.

By numerically integrating the network Eq.~24! we com-
puted the voltage response function^Vxy& of various parallel
junction arrays with unconventional grating structures, a
this for weak, medium and strong inductive couplings.
order to allow a direct comparison with a two junctio
SQUID we use the parameterbL , i.e., the inductance param
eter of the largest area elementaL , as a dimensionless mea
sure for the inductance of the array. In all cases we obser
that the qualitative behavior of the voltage response^Vxy&
does not get affected by the presence of inductive couplin
In particular, the periodicity properties of the voltage r
sponse^Vxy& and the characteristic interference propert
around zero field are preserved. Also, additional signific
antipeaks due to a partially coherent superposition of
array junction currents do not occur. This can be underst
by the fact that the inductance matrixL is a function of the
geometry of the array, because it is the geometry~together
with the London equations describing the penetration of fi
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into the individual superconducting wires! that governs the
spatial current distribution. Therefore, there exists an impl
relation betweenL and the structure factorSN of the array.
While the details of the voltage response are governed bL,
it turns out that the structure factor concept introduced
Sec. IV A is very helpful to characterize the basic interfe
ence properties of different array configurations without
need of~extended! numerical computations.

In order to exemplify the effects of finite array inductan
we again use the Gaussian array. Figure 2 shows the vol
responsê Vxy& vs external fluxF (1) threading the larges
area elementaL of the Gaussian array for various inductiv
couplings in the limit of vanishing capacitance, i.e.,C50.
Both the antipeak atF (1)50, and the long periodicity of
such arrays are preserved for finite inductive coupling.
bL increases, the difference max^Vxy&2min^Vxy& ~and
therewith the transfer factorVF) decreases. If the inductive
couplings are not too strong the linewidth of the minimu
^Vxy& aroundF (1)50 scales proportional to 1/N. Also for
finite inductive coupling~and constant bias currentI ) the
voltage responsêVxy& shows an asymmetry underF (1)→
2F (1). This asymmetry is due to the asymmetry of the ma
netic self-field generated by the bias current. In practi
however, this self-field can be suppressed by using
method of bias reversal.4 For underdamped array junction
the voltage response function shows a number of additio
features which will be discussed elsewhere.22

As far as disorder is concerned, we find that the volta
responsêVxy& of Gaussian arrays is very responsive to ad
ing small random fluctuations to the size distribution of t
area elements, so that^Vxy& becomes nonperiodic, and dis
plays a pronounced antipeak only aroundF (1)50. All other
periodic antipeaks for finite external magnetic field disapp
completely if the sum of the random size fluctuations a
proaches the size of the smallest loop in the arrayua1u. In this
case a Gaussian array becomes a generic unconvention
ray.

This scenario is different for periodic arrays. If we pertu
the area sizes starting from a periodic array, we find for sm
perturbations, i.e., the sum of the size fluctuations is m
smaller thanuaLu, that the periodic antipeak pattern of a p
riodic grating@see Fig. 1~b!# gets actually modulated by th
aperiodic grating pattern defined by the size fluctuations.
the pattern is characterized byF0-periodic antipeaks with
different voltage swings. For increasing amplitude of the s
perturbations some of the antipeaks disappear in an irreg
manner. It is clear, that for large perturbations, i.e., if t
sum of the size fluctuations is comparable touaLu, we finally
end up with a generic unconventional grating structure, t

V. NOISE PROPERTIES

In view of applications, we briefly discuss in this sectio
the energy resolution, i.e., the sensitivity, of magnetome
based on 1D parallel junction arrays with unconventio
grating structures. As a starting point we recall the disc
sion presented in Ref. 4 for a conventional SQUID. Assu
1-7
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ing uncorrelated Nyquist noise sources located at the i
vidual Josephson junctions, e.g., for shunted junctions at
shunt resistors, for frequenciesf of the noise sources we
below the Josephson frequencynB , the currents flowing
through a single junction produce a white voltage noise w
spectral densitysV( f ). With vF denoting the transfer func
tion of a single two-junction SQUID, the noise energy p
unit bandwidth can be expressed as

e0~ f !5
sV~ f !

2 L vF
2

, ~27!

whereL is the inductance of the single SQUID loop.4 Con-
sider now a periodic array withN junctions for which each
array loop has an inductance ofL and for which the inductive
couplings between different array cells are not too stro
These inductive couplings depend on the geometry of
array. For the ladderlike array of Fig. 1~b! the intercell cou-
plings are not negligible. However, it is clear that array g
ometries can be found for which the intercell couplings
substantially reduced, while the functional array grating
preserved. IfN is the number of array junctions, the voltag
noise of such an array scales withAN, since the noise
sources are uncorrelated. The spectral density of the vol
noiseSV( f ) of the array therefore scales withN. The voltage
transfer functionVF of the array also scales withN. This
scaling behavior can be directly determined by solving
transcendental equations following from Eqs.~14! and ~15!
for ]V/]F and ]2V/]F2. Now, combining the scaling be
havior of the voltage noise and the scaling behavior of
transfer function leads for the noise energy of the perio
arraye( f ) to the expression

e~ f !5
1

N
a e0~ f !, ~28!

where a is a constant proportionality factor depending
inductive intercell couplings. The noise energy from Nyqu
noise therefore scales for a periodic array with 1/N. This
scaling behavior does not change for unconventional gra
structures. If the loop sizes of the array loops are differe
i.e.,LiÞL j , only the constant proportionality factora in Eq.
~28! changes, sincea depends on the structure factorSN

(F) of
the unconventional array. The scaling behavior of the volt
transfer functionVF is independent of the particular stru
ture factor.

This concludes our discussion of the noise properties
unconventional arrays with respect to white voltage noise
Sec. VI we will discuss possible advantages of unconv
tional arrays with respect to other noise sources, i.e.,f
noise by moving flux vortices.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have shown that parallel 1D arrays of Josephson ju
tions with unconventional grating structures may have pr
erties that differ significantly from those of convention
configurations. Under certain conditions, the voltage
sponse function of generic unconventional arrays beco
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nonperiodic with a pronounced antipeak only aroundB50.
This property is shown to be directly related to the distrib
tion of the array loop sizes and independent of spreads in
individual array junction parameters. For special unconv
tional grating structures the voltage response has a perio
ity that is much larger thanF0. It is shown that the period
can be directly controlled by the loop size distribution wit
out any loss of sensitivity. In view of applications of unco
ventional arrays as magnetometers the energy resolutio
such devices is discussed. It is shown, that this energy r
lution can be expected to increase substantially with incre
ing number of array junctions. With regard to white volta
noise, the scaling factor for the noise energy per unit ba
width was determined to be 1/N.

The theoretical description of unconventional grati
structures developed in Sec. IV A, allows us, by means of
structure factor, to determine the basic qualitative interf
ence properties of the voltage response analytically eve
the case of inductive arrays. Therefore, the structure fa
may be a very helpful tool to construct arrays with spec
voltage response functions.

In presenting results, we have restricted ourselves on
rays with planar geometries for which the orientated a
elementsan all possess the same orientation. However,
structure factor concept introduced in Sec. IV A applies qu
generally also for arrays for which the area elements h
different orientation. In particular, if a vector basis of th
three-dimensional space can be generated from the set$an%,
the 1D array becomes sensitive to theorientationof the ex-
ternal magnetic field. By measuring the control curre
flowing through a set of suitably orientated compensat
coils, this would allow theabsolutemeasurement of all three
cartesian components of an external magnetic field.

The problem of additional antipeaks in the voltage
sponse function due to a partially coherent superposition
the array junction currents is still open. As discussed in S
IV, we found some grating structures for which such ad
tional antipeaks appear even for largeN. This feature may be
connected to some~hidden! quasi-periodicity of the structure
factor and may be solved using number theory. Also,
Gaussian array which was used to exemplify the effects
unconventional grating has some remarkable additional
tures which are connected to number theory. All of the
features, however, need further investigation.

The noise properties of unconventional gratings discus
in Sec. V indicate that, at least for low-Tc devices, magne-
tometers based on the 1D parallel arrays may have a
high sensitivity without being much complicated to fabrica
Together with the uniqueness of the voltage response fu
tion this property may be suitable to design robust and r
able superconducting electronic devices of different kind

In addition to the white noise discussed in Sec. V, t
noise properties of high-transition-temperature SQUID’s
often determined by low frequency 1/f noise generated by
moving flux vortices trapped in the superconducting bu
material from which the devices are built up. In particular,
additional bulk material is used to focus the flux induced
an external magnetic field into the SQUID loop this 1/f noise
increases substantially because of the large numbe
1-8
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trapped vortices. Unconventional grating structures may h
to solve this problem. In order to achieve the same magn
field resolution as, e.g., a conventional high-Tc SQUID’s
with washer design,4 for an array much less superconducti
bulk material is needed. This strongly reduces the numbe
trapped flux vortices. In addition, due to inhomogeneities
the superconducting bulk material, the motion of these v
tices is at most only partially correlated. Therefore, the ab
used argument concerning the summation of voltage n
generated by uncorrelated noise sources should also hol
the flux noise produced by uncorrelated moving flux vo
ces. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio can be expecte
increase with increasing number of array loops, even if m
ing flux vortices are present.

In view of high-Tc devices, another advantage may
that the requirements on unconventional grating structu
with respect to the spread of the junction parameters and
loop sizes are low. From our discussion in Sec. IV A it c
be inferred that the performance of the device is determi
by the mean values of the junction parameters only. E
large parameter spreads should not influence proper op
tion. This claim was confirmed by various numerical sim
lations with different structure factors and different para
eter spreads. If the unconventional array is designed s
that the voltage response function antipeak atB50 is
unique, deviations in the sizes of the loops are not criti
~see Sec. IV B!. This situation is different for periodic arrays
e,

its

er
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Periodic arrays do not possess any kind of structural sta
ity. If the loop sizes are not perfectly identical, the respon
function shows an irregular periodicity with antipeaks of d
ferent voltage swing. In practice, it can therefore not be
pected that periodic arrays possess a suitable mode of op
tion.

Based on our theoretical work, together with Tra¨uble we
recently started to carry out first experiments on arrays w
unconventional grating structures. The experimental res
up to now confirm our theoretical predictions concerning
magnetic field dependence of the voltage response func
very well.23 However, additional experiments have to be c
ried out and the noise properties have to be measured.

To conclude with regard to applications, magnetomet
based on 1D parallel Josephson junction arrays with unc
ventional grating structures may stimulate the developm
of new types of robust superconducting quantum interfero
eters, which, e.g., would allow a technically rather simp
precision measurement ofabsolute strength of magnetic
fields.
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